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About ITC
Established in 1995, ITC Secure Networking provides organisations with
assured IT. We design and integrate secure cloud-based and on premise IT
network infrastructures that enhance performance, safeguard information
and simplify management – Delivering Secure Performance on
AnyDevice, AnyWhere, AnyTime!
Over the last two decades we have built and secured Domestic, European
and Global IT networks for some of the UK’s best known organisations, all
managed from our state-of-the-art Secure Operations Centre in London. ITC
are the leading cloud-based MSSP delivering service innovation in cyber
security analytics & cloud technology.
NetSure360°, our Managed Services Platform, is our “Jewel in the
Crown”, it’s what identifies ITC and delivers value to all our customers by
providing complete 360° visibility, control and assurance over our customers
key assets 24x7x365.
For more information, please contact us:
enquiries@itcsecure.com or 020 7517 3900.

itcsecure.com
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MetaPack chooses ITC to
designWealth
and deploy
Leading
enterprise grade
datacentre
Management
Company
chooses
ITCtheasleading
it’sprovider of eCommerce
MetaPack are
delivery management
technology to enterprise
managed
Security
retailers and brands across the world.
and
Network partner
In early 2016 MetaPack approached ITC to discuss
a solution to sustain their rapid business growth.

The Customer Ask

ITC responded with a detailed proposal for the

In a world of intranet, internet, shadow IT and insider
design, deployment, migration and management
threat, Wealth Co needed a partner who could deliver
of a new fully resilient enterprise grade
secure network management, visibility of key assets
datacentre
and sensitive
data,(DC).
without over-stretching their
limited internal IT teams.

Overview

ITC offered proven expertise with world class
security and networking solutions that supported the
organisations strategy of growth. The ITC solution
also supported Wealth Co in being more competitive
and delivering creative solutions to meet their
Technology
software sector
client’s
needs in an increasingly
complex and
ever-changing world.

Industry

Environment

500 employees
Headquartered in London, UK with offices in
Germany, France, Netherlands, Poland, US &
Hong Kong.
2 datacentres
Industry

Overview

Financial Services Sector

Challenges

Critical business process dictates that
Environment

MetaPack have a change freeze period from
early November until end of January.
HQ
in London, were
with 13therefore
offices around
the UKchallenge
Timescales
a critical
this project, making it necessary to
4 for
Datacentres
complete the entire transformation within a
12-week time frame.
800 employees

Challenges

Solution

HQ move, Cyber Security threats added to
WAN & LAN expansion. Increasing costs
Design,ondeploy,
pressure
internalmigrate
IT teams and proactively

manage a new datacentre network and
firewall infrastructure and deliver 24x7
Solution
proactive NetSure360° LAN and Firewall
Design,
deploy
and integrate
fullnext
Security,
Managed
Services
for the
3 years.
Network and Performance management.

ITC NetSure360°
integrates
Security,
NetSure
360° Managed
Services deliver
24x7Network
real
time
incident reporting
and log analysis.
and
Performance
Management
assuring the

and
reliability of mission
A performance,
simplified supplysecurity
chain and
trusted
critical
applications
across
the
entire
accountable partner has freed up valuable
enterprise.
resources to focus on core business goals.
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Mission

MetaPackChallenges
- experiencing rapid business growth that has
The Technical

heightened
theWAN
awareness
the to
importance
of the need,
With expanding
LAN and
networksof
added
a growing security
network
underpinning
the
business.
Wealth Co found their internal IT teams stretched and a threat landscape that
increased risks against their core business.
ITC Secure Networking - Invited by MetaPack to review

Successful organic growth, linked with regulatory changes had led to the
current DC
and design
a robust, technologies.
reliable, resilient,
adoptionthe
of additional
security
and infrastructure
Additionally,
secure
andfrom
agile
DCcore
infrastructure
would support
their
increasing
breakout
their
VPLS service that
and increasing
3rd party
current
andinfuture
rapid
growthonplans.
connectivity
resulted
even more
pressure
their IT teams.
What was needed was a trusted accountable partner who could deliver
Key Deliverable
- MetaPack
required
an underlying
both network
and security expertise,
simplify
the supply
chain and remove
could efficiently support the growth of
pressureinfrastructure
from the internalthat
teams.

their key customers such as John Lewis, ASOS and M&S

After issuing RFI/RFP’s to support their HQ LAN and review their firewall
who utilise MetaPack’s Delivery Management Software.
capability, Wealth Co recognised the agility, personalised approach and
expertise brought by ITC in both areas, the journey began.

Solution

The Solution

As part of ITC’s standard on boarding process and in line

Following flawless delivery of LAN network for the HQ move, the rest of the
with the company’s ISO20000/1 accreditation, ITC
UK offices were soon moved under ITC management.

completed the initial discovery and audit phase at

In parallel,
ITC consultants
completed
a full reviewThe
of the
Wealth Cowere
firewalls,
MetaPack
offices
and datacentre’s.
networks
this led to the implementation of NetSure360˚, the ITC flagship SIEM solution.
fully documented to enable ITC to approve the plan to on
Netsure360˚ delivers secure management of over 30 use-cases, plus risk and
board the infrastructure into service within a 12-week time
threat monitoring that includes; DDOS protection, AV alerting, Suspicious
frame.
behaviour
activity, Network scanning, Joiner/Mover/Leaver processes and
Wealth Co’s own CRM platform.

To achieve the transformation ITC built the hardware

Soon after, WAN Services covering multiple sites across the UK and Channel
within its laboratory and completed a full suite of testing.
Islands were integrated into the ITC managed services, together with the
The working
existing managed
LAN atsolution
all sites. was then moved to MetaPack’s

datacentres, installed and re-tested before final handover

Finally, internet breakout activity protected by ITC Next Generation firewall
to production.
services was added to the ITC wrap, meaning that every security capability is
integrated into ITC’s flagship NetSure360˚ Managed Service.

The Result

The Results
ITC have designed, migrated & deployed a new datacentre
The solution
met the overall
Co needMetaPack
for a singleto
supplier
both
infrastructure
thatWealth
will enable
scale for
their
network and security.

business in line with their growth plans.

The solution also provides far greater resilience and reliability, this has
resulted The
in higher
levelsprovides
of customer
and protects
against
leakage
solution
fartrust
greater
resilience
anddata
reliability
that can which
lead to will
damaged
reputations
and
financial
loss.
result in both higher levels of customer

satisfaction
and mitigate
any lossand
of revenue.
Additionally,
Wealth Co
are more secure,
more competitive
more successful,
already
seeing a ITC’s
considerable
saving
in
WAN
costs
alone.
NetSure360° 24x7 management of the new
infrastructure
free24x7
up internal
resources
focus their
ITC’s NetSure360˚
servicewill
delivers
management
of theirto
infrastructure
on revenue
generating
activity.
with realefforts
time incident
reporting
and log analysis,
ultimately this simplified
supply chain and trusted accountable partner has freed up valuable Wealth
Co resources to focus on their own core business goals.

ITC have brought a tremendous value to MetaPack.
Not only have they provided an effective solution to
The ITC
Journey
sustain
our rapid business growth, but have delivered a
This casecritical
study offers
a good insight into
why Financial
Services
transformation
process
in a very
strictorganisations
time
choose ITC
as their
securityyou
and network
partner.
From initial
frame
astrusted
well. Thank
to all ITC
colleagues
involved
consultancy and network discovery through to full security maturity,
in this ongoing project.”.
we can help organisations grow both their core business and IT
functionsDavid
to achieve
cost effective enterprise grade security
Whatley,
solutionsGlobal
that meet
today’s
cyber threat
challenges.
Head
of Technical
Operations.

